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I  ALWAYS WONDERED WHY
SOMEBODY DIDN'T DO SOMETHING
ABOUT THAT. THEN I  REALIZED,
I  AM SOMEBODY." -  LILY TOMLIN



THE PROBLEM

In fiscal year 2019, there were 14,137 in care across Region 6 (Greater Houston).

Children are removed from their homes and placed into foster care as a result of neglect

or physical, emotional, or sexual abuse. These kids have also likely experienced other

disadvantages such as poverty, parental drug and alcohol abuse, and more.  And while in

foster care, they are likely to move between placements multiple times - which means

multiple sets of parents and siblings, houses, schools, friends, routines, and lifestyles to

become familiar with, if they even have time to before moving again. 

The statistics for children in care are bleak:

will not make it

to college

50%
of those who age out

of care won't graduate

from high school

97%

50% 50%
of foster homes close

within the first year
of former foster youth

will be employed

at age 24

60%
of child sex

trafficking victims

have a history in the

child welfare system

60%
of former foster youth

fall below the poverty

line, despite earning

an income

20%
of former foster

youth will become

homeless after

age 18
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Not everyone is
called to foster or

adopt, but everyone
can make a difference

in the life of a child.



OUR MISSION

Houston Angels wants to serve every family and youth in the Houston foster care
community. We believe that the power of relationships and community can make a
life-changing difference for children in care. And we believe that if we can change the
way children and families experience this challenging system, we can also impact
many other social issues that affect the health and well-being of Greater Houston. 

We are working to:

Increase foster placement stability and relational permanency

Help caregivers feel supported and encouraged while fostering

Ensure children in foster care feel safe, valued, and empowered to
reach their fullest potential in life, while avoiding negative outcomes
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To walk alongside children
in the foster care system, as
well as their caretakers, by
offering consistent support
through intentional giving,
relationship building, and
mentorship.

MISSION
STATEMENT:



CORE
VALUES

COMMUNITY

EMPOWERMENT

HOPE



OUR HISTORY

Established Board of

Directors, fundraised

to open chapter

2018-2019

In response

to the pandemic,

moved programs,

services, and

events  to virtual

and/or contactless

APR 2020

Hosted first

virtual fundraiser,

raising $11,000 in

honor of National

Foster Care

Month

MAY 2020

APR 2019

Signed paperwork

and trained by

National Angels

SEP 2020

Hosted second

virtual fundraiser,

"Race for Wings"

which raised

$13,500 towards

emergency funding

AUG 2019

Launched Love

Box Program

DEC 2020

JAN 2020

Launched Dare to

Dream Program

Sponsored the

Christmas wishes of

over 100 children

and adults;

Raised $54,579

total in 2020
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Grow our paid staff in order to: serve
more foster families and youth; keep
up with an increasing number of
referrals; efficiently recruit, train, and
match volunteers; and meet the
changing needs of our community

OUR GOALS

WELCOMING

WAITING ROOM WITH

TOYS AND GAMES

BEDROOMS

TRANSFORMED

TO OFFICES

OVERSIZED DINING

TABLE, WHERE EVERY-

ONE HAS A SEAT

PRESENTATION & 

 MEETING ROOMS

WORKING

KITCHEN FOR

SHARING MEALS

FENCED-IN YARD WITH

A PLAYGROUND

LOTS OF

STORAGE SPACE

PANTRY STOCKED

WITH DRY GOODS
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Open a "home" office - where we can
meet with families, youth, volunteers
and partners in person, conduct needs
assessments, host informative lunch
and learns, and store equipment and
resources, and more (see below)



THE HEART
OF OUR

PROGRAMS

Giving thoughtful gifts,

practical items and

resources that meet the

real needs of the child

and the entire family.

I N T E N T I O N A L

G I V I N G

Devoting time and

energy to fostering

healthy relationships

that promote healing 

through connection.

Equipping and

empowering children

to be prepared for

adulthood and reach

their fullest potential.

R E L A T I O N S H I P

B U I L D I N G

M E N T O R S H I P
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The health and well-being of our families, youth, and volunteers is our top priority, and

we have had to make adjustments to our programs and services to ensure their safety.

But we believe that it's imperative, now more than ever, to continue showing up for each

other and lend a helping hand when possible.

Family needs assessments, volunteer trainings and matches, and our general operations

were moved to virtual platforms. Our matched volunteers continued to communicate

regularly with their families and youth, and were encouraged to ship their care packages

and/or do porch drop-offs when social distancing was difficult. 

Many of our families have been heavily impacted by the pandemic, and have come to

Houston Angels requesting additional financial support and resources. Thanks to our

generous donors and partners, we have been able to provide help with:
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130 MASKS DONATED BY GRAB BAG MASKS

COVID-19:
NAVIGATING A PANDEMIC

Regular groceries
Contribution to
daycare expenses

Access to laptops
for virtual learning
Extra masks

Hard-to-get paper &
cleaning products,
hand sanitizer
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We are able to connect with so many foster families and

youth through working partnerships with agencies and

providers all across Greater Houston.

At the beginning of the year, Houston Angels launched a

partnership with the Texas Department of Family and

Protective Services (DFPS), which is the state agency in

Harris County that protects and serves victims of abuse and

neglect. DFPS, as well as the private child placement

agencies we partner with, can send us referrals of families

and youth on their caseload who they think could benefit

from our program support. Our program team assesses the

need of each incoming referral, and then works to match

them with the appropriate volunteer(s) or resource.

The graph (right) illustrates how the volume of referrals has

grown tremendously since our programs first launched late

last year. Much of this rapid growth occurred between
June and August 2020. We attribute this growth to a)

more awareness of Houston Angels' programs and services,

and b) COVID-19 related hardships - both of which we

anticipate to continue increasing in 2021.

As our organization's funding and resources grow, we can

build up our case management capacities. More case

managers on our team = more cases = more impact. After

all, we think of every "case" for what it really is - a baby, child,

teenager, mom, dad, grandparent, aunt, uncle, caregiver, or

family that has been through a lot and needs relief. It's a

volunteer or volunteer group who has time, money and

resources to bring that relief. And it's the ripple effect of

hope and change across our city.

10

20

30

40

50

0

2019 2020

A GROWING NEED

130 MASKS DONATED BY GRAB BAG MASKS
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Y O U T H  R E F E R R A L S
F A M I L Y  R E F E R R A L S

FOSTER AGENCIES WE
HAVE PARTNERED WITH:

REFERRAL GROWTH
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WHEN I  WAS A BOY AND I  WOULD
SEE SCARY THINGS IN THE NEWS,
MY MOTHER WOULD SAY TO ME,
'LOOK FOR THE HELPERS. YOU
WILL ALWAYS FIND PEOPLE WHO
ARE HELPING. '"  -  FRED ROGERS



LOVE BOX

PROGRAM

Wrap-around support for the entire foster

family. Volunteers meet with families on a

monthly basis to provide support, consistency,

and normalcy as well as friendship and

encouragement to the families they serve. 
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DARE TO
DREAM

PROGRAM

One-on-one mentorship with foster youth

as they navigate through life's challenges.

Mentors meet bi-weekly with youth and

help meet both practical and emotional

needs, as well as provide guidance through

critical developmental milestones.

106
CHILDREN

SERVED

16

11

FAMILIES

SERVED

YOUTH

MENTORED
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VOLUNTEERS

We recruit volunteers through speaking engagements, church partnerships, referrals, events,

social media, and other touch points. We train and match our volunteers with foster families

and youth based on factors like location, group size, goals, and preferences.

Aside from our programs, we also execute several service projects and events throughout the

year, including our Easter baskets, Summer Kickoff Boxes, Back to School, Halloween "Boo Box

Bash", Christmas, and more. These projects are opportunities for one-time and recurring

volunteers to get involved, while providing further support for the local foster care community.

92
VOLUNTEERS

3,200+
VOLUNTEER HOURS
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May is National Foster Care Month––a time to acknowledge

the over 430,000 children in foster care across the United

States, as well as celebrate all of the hardworking caregivers,

volunteers and service providers that support them.

And although we were all still adjusting to the challenges

and changes brought on by the pandemic, our community

showed up big! Our very first virtual fundraising event raised

$11,000 and featured a Facebook challenge, silent auction,

live interviews with a mom in our Love Box Program as well

as nationally-recognized author and speaker Christina

Meredith, a live concert performed by Houston musician,

Tarik Clark, and the reveal of an incredible project - our very

own mural! Thanks to local artist, Peter Healy, and building

owner, Urban Genesis, anyone can stop by 813 McKee Street

in the Warehouse District and #BeAHoustonAngel.

NATIONAL FOSTER

CARE MONTH

$11,026
DOLLARS RAISED

"I researched a lot of angel wings...
it came to me and I thought of a
combination of water clouds -
almost like if you had a bucket of
water, throw it in there, and it kind
of explodes. I wanted that feeling
of a giant explosion of life. I use
bright colors in my work anyway, so
I just dipped into palettes I already
love and tried to make it a vibrant,
whimsical, fun mural for
everybody.”  - PETER HEALY
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In May, we launched the “Fostering Community” podcast - a community-wide effort

to spread awareness about the challenges and triumphs within our local foster care

system. Season one brought together local industry experts, foster families, active

volunteers, and leaders from similar organizations, to share each of their perspectives

about foster care through short interviews. We believe in the power of community.

We believe in relationships and connection. And we believe in working together to

create long-lasting change.  (Available on Apple Podcasts, Spotify & more)

FOSTERING COMMUNITY

PODCAST

SEASON ONE:

01  AMBER KNOWLES:  FOUNDER,
     FOSTERING FAMILY
02 MAGGIE:  FOSTER/ADOPTIVE MOM
03 MIREYA: FORMER FOSTER YOUTH
04 SUSAN RAMIREZ:  FOUNDER AND CEO,
     NATIONAL ANGELS
05 SAVANNAH, FOSTER/ADOPTIVE MOM

06 VANESSA AGUDELO, FOUNDER, 
     HOUSTON BUSINESS WOMEN
07 JUSTIN SEPULVEDA: FOUNDER,
     CLUTCH CITY CONNECT
08 KRISTINA BELCHER: TEXAS DFPS
09 CHRISTINA MEREDITH: FORMER
     FOSTER YOUTH, AUTHOR, SPEAKER
10 ASHLEY:  FOSTER/ADOPTIVE MOM 

I N  PARTNERSH IP  WITH
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$13,507
Emergency s i tuat ions
COVID-19  re l ief
Extracurr iculars
Learning/enr ichment
Placement costs
Health and wel lnessDOLLARS RAISED

I N  PARTNERSH IP  WITH

RACE FOR WINGS

FUNDRAISER

Our participants took to the roads, trails, pools and Pelotons.  They walked, ran, biked

and swam.  They spread the word to their own networks and helped us fundraise

over $13,000 towards our emergency fund!  Although we would have loved to see

everyone in person on race day, it was still so amazing to have our community join us

(in spirit) for our second virtual fundraiser of the year.
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EASTER BOXES

Board member Natalie Hedges taught her

high school class a special week-long course

all about nonprofit management. At the end

of the course, students put together Easter

Boxes for families and youth served by

Houston Angels. These boxes were FILLED

with items like books, outdoor activities,

family board games, snacks and treats, egg

decorating kits, and handwritten notes.

FATHER'S DAY

We've enjoyed partnering with several Card

My Yard locations this year to celebrate

special milestones and holidays, and this

Father's Day was no exception! Thanks to

Maggie Donovan, owner of the Southwest

Houston location, we were able to surprise

the fathers in our Love Box Program with

some loud, proud and colorful signs!

MILESTONES IMPACT  REPORT  2020

MOTHER'S DAY

Foster care is hard, and we love showing the

parents in our programs how much we

appreciate them! This year for Mother's Day,

we partnered with some generous local

businesses including Ivory Boutique, The

Salted Hippie, Craved Creations Bakery,

Babies Bakery, and A Plus Pack and Ship, to

gift yummy treats and beautiful accessories

to the moms in our Love Box Program.
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SUMMER BOXES

Thanks to Ashley and Mike Lemieux

spreading awareness about the National

Angels mission, we were able to use these

incoming donations to purchase incredible

Summer “Boxes” (which turned into big BINS)

for the families and youth in our programs

and waitlists! These bins included all of the

summertime goodies and activities,

specifically catered to the children's ages.

BACK TO SCHOOL

Back to School may have looked way different

than the in-person bash we hosted last year,

but our community still showed up and made

it happen! We are so grateful for our

incredible partner - Justin Sepulveda of

Clutch City Connect - and all of the local

businesses who donated supplies to the kids

in our programs as well as many more under

the Houston Independent School District.

MILESTONES IMPACT  REPORT  2020

SOCIAL MEDIA

This summer, we surpassed 1,000 followers on

Instagram! But of course, this isn’t just about

follower count...  It’s about the sweet kids, like

the one on the left, who benefit from these

followers knowing about our work.   It’s about

community - a place for sharing, educating,

and collaborating.   And it's about connecting

with so many amazing people across the city

who all care about change for foster care.
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HALLOWEEN

This year's "Boo Box Bash" was our first

grab-and-go event. Our friends at Sunrise

Spiritist Society of Texas volunteered to

assemble the most amazing Halloween-

themed Love Boxes for all of the families

and youth on our waitlists, and filled them

with goodies like candy, snacks, pumpkin

carving supplies, arts and crafts and more.

Everyone was invited to our favorite place

in Houston - the site of our mural! - to pick

up their Boo Boxes, grab individually-

wrapped bagels and cookies, and take

family photos in front of the angel wings.

P A G E  2 1

THANKSGIVING

Thanks to donations made by several HEB

locations, as well as Anna (pictured) who put

together a food drive with her fellow

students at Incarnate World Academy and

the Girl Scouts from troop #25325, we were

able to deliver turkeys, ham, sides, and extra

groceries to various families in our programs

for Thanksgiving.

One of our moms had never cooked a turkey

before, but after receiving this donation she

told us how excited she was to look up

recipes and watch how-to videos. And one

of our foster dads has five teenage boys in

his home - so we all know how much food

that house must run through! He was

grateful to receive some extra groceries just

in time for the long holiday weekend.

MILESTONES IMPACT  REPORT  2020



In December, our donors helped us sponsor the Christmas wishes of over 100 children

and adults across Greater Houston. These gifts were not only age-appropriate, but were

specifically needed, wanted, and asked for. We invited each family and youth to our drive-

by event to pick up their gifts and treats, try on a brand new pair of shoes (thanks to our

partner organization, Sole Loved) as well as take some family photos with our friendly elf!

CHRISTMAS

In order to pull off a project of this magnitude, it

sure takes A LOT of coordinating, communicating,

matching, delegating, shopping, wrapping, organ-

izing, collecting, distributing, and executing... and

we simply could not have done it without the

help of our supportive community.

 A special thank you to our partners:
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"Wow! I am overwhelmed from all the blessings today... Thank you so much!! Houston

Angels is definitely a blessing to so many!"

"Thank you Houston Angels for loving foster families so well... Not only did you give BOTH

our foster daughter and bio son Christmas gifts, you also let them pick out brand new

shoes (they were so excited). We loved getting sugar cookies to decorate and are very

grateful for the gift cards for our family. Our (Love Box) family also sent us a gift card to

watch the Dewberry Farm Christmas lights next week. We are so thankful for all that you

have done throughout this year to make life as a foster family bit easier."

"The children love their new shoes. Today was one of my youth's birthday party and all

they could do was talk about their new shoes they got today. It was so cute. I cannot

thank Houston Angels and you enough for the new shoes and Christmas gifts that we

all received."

"I just wanted to say thank you for all the gifts for the kids. Different organizations have

come through in previous years but the kids weren't able to put in their requests. Sarah

was so excited about her keyboard, she actually cried. She told me she didn't ask for

one again because she didn't think we had room for it. We will be ordering an app for 1

of the computers for her to learn to play. She taught herself how to play the ukulele.

She is so talented, it's just unreal. The pajamas were perfect. I wanted matching

pajamas for everyone this year. I was only able to get them for Amy and Josh. The ones

y'all got for the kids matched. I was so so excited!"

"You guys are amazing!!! I am becoming a stay at home mom on Friday because

receiving 3 foster kiddos under 3 years old in less than a year is a lot more than I ever

thought it would be. I wouldn't trade it for the world though. My husband and I decided

that it would be best for me to stay at home with the girls until all the craziness of their

cases die down. This email just made me take a big deep breath because Christmas is

going to be a little different this year on one income."

CHRISTMAS PROJECT

TESTIMONIALS



EDUCATIONAL

SUPPORT

We are committed to ensuring our kids

have the technology, resources, and support

they need to succeed - especially for virtual

learning during a pandemic. Thanks to

generous donors, we were able to provide

computers and laptops to several families

and youth in our programs - like the family

on the left, who is juggling 5 virtual learners.

BIRTHDAYS

We partnered up with local organization, For

Goodness Cakes, who works with other local

nonprofits and groups that serve under-

privileged and at-risk youth (like us!). We can

submit requests for birthday cakes, and For

Goodness Cakes matches volunteers to make

and deliver the treats. In addition, we also

helped two of our families ensure their youths'

16th birthdays were EXTRA sweet!

MILESTONES IMPACT  REPORT  2020

ADOPTION

CELEBRATIONS

It is an honor to walk alongside our families

no matter where their journeys may lead, but

it is extra special when we are able to watch

their forever unfold right before our eyes! 

This year, we celebrated the adoptions of two

youth in our programs. Our community

partners helped by donating photography,

cakes, yard signs, gift cards and more.
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CHILDREN SERVED ONE-TIME BOXES

ESTIMATED VOLUNTEER HOURS

DIRECT DOLLARS RAISED

MATCHES MADE

106 128

3,200 18

$54,579

IMPACT

SUMMARY
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ESTIMATED IN-KIND VALUE

$43,000
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THERE IS NO POWER FOR
CHANGE GREATER THAN A
COMMUNITY DISCOVERING
WHAT IT CARES ABOUT."
-  MARGARET J.  WHEATLEY



FOSTER/ADOPTIVE

MOTHER OF 3, LOVE

BOX RECIPIENT

“Five years ago, I began my foster care journey as a single parent. I was licensed to foster children

from ages 0 to 18, and it's extremely difficult to be prepared for that entire range. At the time, I

didn’t know many other foster parents or have access to a lot of resources. I lacked an

encouraging support system, and I felt lost and alone. And when my first placement arrived, it

was a complete whirlwind.

Enter - the Love Box Program. All of my kids look forward to our monthly box. Fostering requires

all members of the family to be all-in, and for every child in the family (foster, adopted, bio) to be

included and thought of for the Love Box is such a special treat.

And beyond the box, this program creates an incredibly special relationship with your volunteers as

well as the Houston Angels team. When you are matched with a Love Box Leader, your family and

their family have an opportunity to grow and develop a special relationship together. Our Love Box

Leaders are now part of our family, and my kids ask about them and their families and always look

forward to getting together.

Having someone to call when a new placement arrives takes a huge burden off of the foster parent.

Caregivers don’t receive much notice of a child's arrival, and there is very little time to get

everything you need on top of organizing all of the new paperwork, visits, and appointments, and

adjusting your work schedule and family's prior commitments. It is hard to juggle all of this while

also trying to make your new placement feel safe, learn their needs, and offer them your undivided

attention.

But this community gives you the support and encouragement you need to say 'YES' to another

child. It allowed me to breathe. It made it okay to ask for help, and for someone to show up for you.

Being a part of the Love Box Program has changed our family.”

MEET ASHLEY
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"I am a 49-year-old mother of four and grandmother of eight. Since 2017, I have been the guardian

of seven of my grandchildren, ages 2-10. We live in a 4 bedroom, approximately 2,500 square foot

house. One of my grandchildren, Ava (2 years old) suffered brain damage when she was 3 months

old and requires around-the-clock care and a ventilator to assist with her breathing. We turned

our formal dining room into Ava's room, which she shares with her 24-hour nursing staff.

Like many others, I am currently without a job. Unlike others, I was laid off in December 2019,

which was a blessing in disguise. When COVID-19 hit, I took all of the kids out of daycare and

school. We simply could not risk Ava contracting the virus, as I am afraid it would kill her.

We have tried keeping things as "normal" as possible for the kids while having them in our

custody and throughout this pandemic. I have learned in the last two and a half years what it

means when someone says "it takes a village to raise a family." I have had to set my pride aside in

order to ask and receive assistance from anyone outside of my family. Without outside assistance,

mostly from complete strangers, I don't know how we would have survived. There have been

times when we would not have been able to feed the family let alone celebrate birthdays or

holidays. We are forever grateful for the food, toiletry items, furniture, and more that we have

been given throughout the last couple of years, and I can't wait to be able to pay it forward. We

have been blessed with the assistance from these "outsiders", all of which have earned a place not

only in our hearts, but in our family as well."

MEET ELENA
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TOP IN-KIND
DONORS & PARTNERS

Alvarez-Malo Family

Card My Yard - Clear Lake

Card My Yard - SW Houston

Cindy Davey

Charlotte Amouy Adjchavanich

Clutch City Connect

Craved Creations Bakery

Dave & Busters - Katy Freeway

For Goodness Cakes

Grab Bag Masks

Giant Letter Board Houston

Girl Scout Troop #25325

Hannah Locke

HEB I-10 & Pin Oak Rd

HEB N. Fry Rd. & I-10

Houston Business Women

Houston Korean-American

   Community

Ivory Boutique

J&A Inflatables

Kenneth Hudson

Magic Funny Mascots

Megan Daley Photography

Peter Healy Paintings

Red Dessert Dive

Sarah Barerra

Sequeira Civil Construction

Sienna Cares

Sole Loved

SPJST Lodge 88

Sunrise Spiritist Society of TX

TAM International, Inc.

Tarik Clark

Warwick Family

Western Midstream

Urban Genesis

Yellow Yardbird Designs

OUR ANGELS

TOP FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTORS

Christine MacMillan

DeAnna Atkinson

Erica Stidham

Feliciana Corporation

Hoggatt LP

Ivory Boutique

James Woodruff

La Rose Family

McGrath Family

Sheila Blocker

Phillips 66 Grants

West University Rotary Club

Woolley Family

Wolesley Industrial Group

HONOR ROLL
Aaron Johnson

Bridge Montrose

Crystal Yarborough

Dan Hardin

Hedges Family

Houck Family

James Scholes

Jay Brown

Julie Schweers

Lori Hicks

Marcy Young

Mark Watson

Matt Lenhart

Michael Johnson

Moriah Feng

Nancy Good

Ricardo Family

Stryker Emmerton

Werneck Family

William Iglesias

Zaide Viesca
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"2020 has been a crazy year. We signed up for

monthly donations last summer because we want

Houston Angels to continue strong. Now is a time

where these services may be needed the most." 

"At 9 years old, I became an orphan. I was able to

move forward thanks to a support system, role models

and a stable, loving environment. And when I found

out about these programs, I knew this was the right

way to give back to children in similar situations."

"Children (and their well-being) have always been

on my heart. After going through fertility issues and

looking into adoption, my husband & I learned just

how much support the foster care system needs.

We love what Houston Angels stands for, and all the

work they are doing to help kids in our community."

"In a world where everyone has ways to speak up for

what they need right at their fingertips, children are

often still left without a voice, and foster families’

needs are often forgotten. We are thrilled to have

found and support such a worthy and necessary

cause, especially as we consider fostering one day."

TENA LA ROSE - 

MONTHLY DONOR

DANIEL ALVAREZ-

MALO - DONOR,

BOARD MEMBER

JESSE CERROS - 

DONOR, PARTNER

SARAH BARERRA - 

VOLUNTEER, DONOR
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I GIVE BECAUSE...



An in-kind donation
is a non-cash gift made to
a nonprofit organization,
including goods, services,

time, and expertise.

LAPTOPS
BAKED GOODS

SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

CHRISTMAS 

CLEANING
SUPPLIES

HALLOWEEN
GOODIES

JEWELRY

GIFT CARDS

MASKS

CELEBRATION
DECORATIONS

ARTWORK

PHOTOGRAPHY
S E S S I O N S MURAL

YARD SIGNS

BEAUTY
PRODUCTS

HOUSTON
R O C K E T S
BOX SEATS

CLOTHING

BEDS

GROCERIES

WASHER
& DRYER

TIME

COMPUTER AND

ACTIVITIES

ARTS & CRAFTS
PAPER PRODUCTS

PRINTS

PRESENTS

IN-KIND
DONATIONS
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SUPPORTER SPOTLIGHT

Boutique owner Jesse Cerros

and the staff have supported

Houston Angels on multiple

occasions, including a store

fundraiser, donating gift cards,

and sponsoring Christmas - 2x!

When she's not busy teaching

math, raising her toddler or

photographing Houston families,

she donates her time to capture

beautiful memories for our

organization and families .

We were so lucky to have this

Houston-based artist and father of

two donate his time and talent to

creating a beautiful mural for

Houston Angels in honor of

National Foster Care Month.

This Houston musician and father

of two has not only performed in

front of the Texans and all around

the world, but he's also donated

his soulful sound to two Houston

Angels fundraising events.

Right after this mom of two was

matched with her Love Box family

last spring, she quickly became

babysit certified and has gone

above and beyond to help the

family through a difficult season.

Our friend Christine is a former

merchant marine, busy mom

and community leader that has

donated, connected, supported

and spread the word for us

since the very beginning.
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NATIONAL
ANGELS

21 & COUNTING

The goal of National Angels is to have a chapter in every metropolitan area in the US.

Each chapter of National Angels is a separately incorporated non-profit that has their
own boards of directors, raises their own funds, and is responsible for their own
programs, referral agency relationships, volunteers and so on. National Angels
chapters are covered as IRS 501(c)(3) organizations as subordinates under the group
exemption of Transformations by Austin Angels, which is an IRS 501(c)(3) organization.

CHAPTERS
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See the
national impact:
@nationalangels



LET'S WORK
TOGETHER

Volunteer groups are matched with foster

families based on zip code and need.

Volunteers have the opportunity to build

relationships with their matched family, as

well as provide much-needed supplies, gifts,

and resources on a monthly basis.

We are looking for volunteers that can be on

call to fulfill emergent or 1x needs in our local

foster care community. This group provides

supplemental support to families & youth

waiting to be matched in main programs or

when needs exceed existing supports.

FOSTER  FAMILY  SUPPORT

1 -ON -1  YOUTH  MENTORSHIP

Volunteers are matched with foster youth

(age 11-21) to help them achieve milestones,

learn essential life skills, and prepare for

adulthood and life after foster care.

ONE -TIME  VOLUNTEERING

CORPORATE  PARTNERSHIPS

We rely heavily on community partnerships,

donations (monetary and in-kind) and end-

of-year gifts to continue taking our programs

and services to the next level each year. 

ANGEL  AMBASSADOR ANGEL  ALLIANCE

This is our monthly giving program. Monthly

donations are deeply felt contributions, and

are essential to our organization's ability to

provide, sustain and grow our programs and

services for years to come.

Our Angel Ambassadors are loyal advocates

of the Houston Angels mission, and help to

communicate needs, complete tasks, and

expand our overall network, without the

requirements that come with a Board seat.

FOR  MORE  INFORMATION  OR  TO  DONATE :
www.houangels.org   |   info@houangels.org   |  PO Box 420966, Houston, TX 77242
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MAY :  NATIONAL  FOSTER  CARE  MONTH

In celebration of all that we work towards year-round, we're

bringing back this incredible fundraiser for year 2! Stay tuned for

more details about how you can get involved, give back, and

spread the word during this vital month of awareness.

MAJOR  FUNDRAISERS

SERVICE  PROJECTS

FALL :  GOLF  TOURNAMENT

That's right - we're gearing up for our very first golf tournament!

Gather your foursome, practice your swing, and reach out for

more information about how to join in on the fun. We'll have

various opportunities for playing, sponsoring, and volunteering.

APRIL :  EASTER  BASKETS

JULY /AUGUST :  SCHOOL  SUPPLIES

OCTOBER :  BOO  BOX  BASH

NOVEMBER :  THANKSGIVING  ITEMS

DECEMBER :  CHRISTMAS  WISHLISTS

SPONSORSHIP  TAKEN !

FOR  MORE  I N FORMAT ION  ABOUT  GE T T I NG  I N VO LVED  WI TH

ANY  OF  THE  ABOVE ,  P L EASE  EMA I L :  I N FO @ HOUANGE L S . ORG
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LOOKING
AHEAD
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https://www.facebook.com/AustinangelsTX/
http://instagram.com/austinangelsnonprofit/
https://twitter.com/austinangels?lang=en

